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KEOS, Inc.
North Bellmore, New York

KEOS HATTING ISSUE OF 17 December 1994
All Staff
All Hats

HOW TO CREATE & LOG A KEOS DISK

References:

KHI 10-Dec-1994 CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION AND FILING:  THE
CLIENT, ACCOUNT, AND PROJECT

A "KEOS disk", is defined as:

Any computer "floppy disk" that is kept by KEOS, inc., whether it is used to
store client work or only to store "internal" (KEOS) work.

In essence, this means ANY and ALL computer disks that we have on our
premises, unless a given disk actually "belongs" to a client (their property,
probably brought to us to copy something from, etc.), or belongs to one of our staff
as personal property (which is rarely seen in the office anyway).

Just because we put a client's work on a disk, and the client paid for that
work, does not mean the disk belongs to the client.  The client paid for the work,
not the disk.  Meanwhile, the DISK, which is kept here, and everything on it,
belongs to KEOS..

If any client wants a copy of what we have on our "KEOS disks", we make
up a separate disk for them, copy the files on the KEOS disk to that separate disk
and charge the client for this service.

KEOS disks have to be very carefully protected, since our entire business
depends upon the integrity and safety of the data on these disks.  They also have to
be kept track of accurately.  That is what this issue is about.

We have had an established procedure for doing this for some time, but this
is the first time it is being issued in writing to all staff.  Before you continue
reading on, it is strongly suggested that if you do not know and understand what a
"FLOPPY DISK" is, that you look it up now, either in our copy of The Microsoft
Press Computer Dictionary, or in a similar reference.
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Where Computer Disks and Materials Can Be Found

All our materials, supplies and log books for KEOS DISKS are kept in one
place.  This may move from time to time, so ask someone if you are not sure. 
These include:

! An ample supply of computer disks in various sizes and capacities,
! The storage cabinets that keep disks already "created" and logged,
! The KEOS Disk File Book,
! The KEOS Disk Master LOG BOOK.

This last is extremely important, and should NEVER be removed from the office! 
It is the master book of all the ASSIGNED NUMBERS to the KEOS DISKS.  It is
a blue colored standard "log" type book with bound sheets (not a ring binder).

How to Choose the Proper Size and Density of Disk

Magnetic computer disks that are used in PERSONAL COMPUTERS, or
PC's - which is what we use here at KEOS - are either removable or non-removal
("fixed" or "fixed head" disks).  The non-removable disks are fixed inside the
cabinet of each computer, and are also referred to a "hard disks".

The REMOVABLE DISKS (technically "diskettes", as compared to the
high-capacity magnetic disks for large scale computer systems) were originally
referred to as "floppy disks" because the originals in use were bendable, i.e.)
"floppy".

Today, these removable "floppy" disks, or simply computer disks to most
PC users, come mainly in TWO (2) sizes:

! "5-INCH" (5.25 inches actually, the original "floppy" type disk), and
! "3-INCH" (3.5 inches actually), with rigid plastic cases (not bendable).

We mainly use the 3 INCH DISKS at KEOS.  The 5 inch ones are
sometimes needed and therefore kept in supply, but are rarely if ever used these
days, since the more modern 3 inch disks hold more information and are generally
more durable and longer lasting.
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The 3 INCH DISKS come mainly in TWO (2) levels of "STORAGE
CAPACITY", or in other words, DENSITY:

"Double Density" - Also identified as "2D" or "2DD" - Stores 720 K*

"High Density" - Also identified as "HD" or 2HD" - Stores 1.44 MB (*)

(*) Note: - A "byte" is basically "one character's worth of information",
- "K" (or “KB”) means "Kilo-Bytes" which is 1,000 bytes,
- "MB" means "Mega-Bytes" (1,000,000 bytes).

Look these up in the MicroSoft Press Computer Dictionary (or similar reference)
if these are not FULLY understood.  You may also want to look up the term
"density" as it refers to magnetic computer disks, as well as "2D", "2DD", "HD",
and "2HD" so it is CLEARLY understood.

At KEOS, the "rule of thumb" for choosing which DISK DENSITY to use is
as follows:

1. For customers (or internal KEOS projects) that will include LARGE SCALE
SERVICES such as MERGES, DESKTOP PUBLISHING, DATA ENTRY
or MAILING,  we use the HIGH DENSITY disks, since the volume of data
needed for such applications is usually fairly high.  Even if the customer (or
KEOS project) does not immediately need much data storage space, you
may want to use a high density disk if you suspect that the work will
LATER expand into high-volume data.

2. If a given customer (or KEOS internal project) does NOT FIT THE
ABOVE, then use a lesser capacity DOUBLE DENSITY disk instead.

3. Generally, customers who are "individuals", for whom we do resume
services, papers, letters, and the like, only need a DOUBLE DENSITY disk
unless that individual needs a high-volume service as in 1. above).

4. If you are still not sure after looking over the above, ASK A TECHNICAL
SENIOR, or someone who knows that type of customer or project well.

"Logging" a New KEOS Disk

Once you have chosen the density of disk, a blank disk should be pulled
from the supply box.  Also remember to take a self-adhesive paper disk label as
well, since this will be used to identify the disk in the future.
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The first thing to do is to find the KEOS "DISK LOG".  This is the log
book we keep that has all of our KEOS disks logged in DISK NUMBER ORDER. 
This is NOT the larger ring binder, which has the disks listed alphabetically by
who or what they apply to, but is an "accounting" type book, with all the sheets
bound in the book and not removable (and they should NOT  be removed!).  If you
cannot find this, ASK someone before you proceed.

Once the Disk Log is found, turn to the LAST PAGE UPON WHICH
DISKS ARE LOGGED.  You will be making the "NEXT" entry in the book.  As is
usually found in "accounting log" books, our disk log has columns similar to these:

Also shown above are some sample log entries.  If you look at the 5TH
COLUMN from the left, you will notice that this column contains the ASSIGNED
NUMBERS of KEOS disks, in DISK NUMBER ORDER.  IT IS THIS COLUMN
THAT DETERMINES THE ACCURATE NUMBERING OF OUR DISKS.
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As you can see, the columns are not labeled, although they really should be
(by the person who first uses a new blank page).  Below is shown what SHOULD
be written at the TOP of each LOG COLUMN:

The above also shows a "pattern" for how a NEW LOG ENTRY is made. 
The meaning and use of each LOG COLUMN is as follows:

DATE

The date of the log entry, which would be "today" when this is being done, and is
also the "CREATION DATE OF THE NEW DISK".  It is entered with a 2-digit
month, a "/", a 2-digit day, a "/" then lastly a 2-digit year, i.e.) "mm/dd/yy".

LOG

This column is ALWAYS LEFT BLANK by all staff EXCEPT the person
designated to keep up the "alphabetical" KEOS disk book.  Each time that person
transfers entries from the main log to the alphabetical log, they mark a dot ("!") in
that column to show the last log entry that was transferred to the alphabetical book.

DESCRIPTION

In this column is written EXACTLY what is written on the new disk itself to
identify it.  Minimally, this includes the CLIENT, then optionally the ACCOUNT
and/or PROJECT if one or both of those apply.  (Note - the {}s above indicate an
"optional portion of an entry" - see KEOS Hatting Issue 10-Dec-1994,
CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION AND FILING:  THE CLIENT, ACCOUNT,
AND PROJECT for more detail).

If you are identifying some type of unusual internal KEOS disk, such as a
"backup" disk, or an internal work disk, etc., you may depart from the usual
"customer identification" format, but whatever you use to label the disk itself,
make SURE that the same identification is also entered in this log column.

http://standardtech.biz/KEOS_RL_H941210_con.pdf
http://standardtech.biz/KEOS_RL_H941210_con.pdf
http://standardtech.biz/KEOS_RL_H941210_con.pdf
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COLOR

Most of the time this column is NOT used.  Certain types of KEOS disks have
specific colors that identify the disk as a "special" or "restricted" usage disk, and
ONLY the colors of those disks are to be logged in this column.  For ALL other
disks, even though they obviously have a physical color, this log column is left
BLANK.  The ONLY EXCEPTIONS are as follows:

RED - KEOS "Internal Projects" disks, specifically if assigned such status,

BLUE - KEOS Policy Issues disks,

GREEN - KEOS Hatting Issues disks (this issue is on such a disk),

YELLOW - Disk reserved for KEOS EXECUTIVES ONLY,

ORANGE - Individual staff's personal disk for writing-up and storing his or her
"Hat" materials, i.e.) how to do his/her job, etc.,

or any other such colors that KEOS Management decides to "reserve" for these
special uses.  We actually go out and buy diskettes that are physically the above
colors, and when purchasing general purpose disks, do NOT use these colors.

DISK #

THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT COLUMN ON THE DISK LOG BOOK,
because it is this column that is used to ASSIGN IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS
TO ALL KEOS DISKS!  If you are "half asleep" when logging this, we could end
up with 2 or more disks with the same number, with resulting confusion and
possible loss or overwrite of data, etc.  So PAY ATTENTION!

The number you put in this column is the SAME NUMBER that will appear on the
physical label that will be put on the outside of the plastic disk casing.  You figure
out the number by finding the LAST NUMBER that appears on the log, THEN
ADDING 1 to that number, giving you the NEW NUMBER for the KEOS disk
you are creating and logging.

For example, if the last number logged was #1021, then  your new KEOS disk
would be #1022.  

It is that simple, but use care and DO IT RIGHT!
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DEN

This stands for DENSITY, and identifies the density of the new disk being created,
as per the earlier section of this issue.  Use "2D" for Double Density and "HD" for
"High Density", no matter how it is labeled on the disk or the package it came in.

USAGE

This column is used to indicate the expected type of usage.  If you are not sure, ask
someone (or leave it blank, it is not that critical at this point).  Generally, the
overall type of usage would be one of the following for CUSTOMERS:

DS Data Service(s) PRT Printing Services
DTP Desktop Publishing RES Resume Service(s)
MS Mailing Service SPC Specialized Work (Legal, etc.)
MRG Merge Document Generation WP Word Processing Services
MMS Merge & Mailing Service WRT Writing & Editing Services

Now that you have entered your "NEW DISK" in the KEOS disk log, the
next thing to do is to "create" the new disk (from the blank disk you just took out
of the box) by putting a physical LABEL on the disk itself.

This is to be done BEFORE YOU CLOSE THE DISK LOG  BOOK, so do
NOT put that log book away yet!

A "disk label" is a SELF-ADHESIVE GLOSSY PAPER LABEL that is put
on the outside surface of the physical diskette casing.  ALL KEOS DISKS MUST
HAVE A PAPER LABEL ON THEM BEFORE THEY CAN BE USED.

Generally, a box of diskettes has included in it a set of these labels, with
enough of them in the box to put one on each disk in the box.

Note: Sometimes the term "disk label" is used by computer tech people to refer
to a magnetic "mark" or notation put on the disk, so that the computers
reading that disk can tell the "identification" of the disk.  That is NOT
covered here.
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Putting a Label on the Actual Physical Disk

Below is shown a picture of one of these PAPER DISK LABELS, as it
appears BEFORE it is removed from its backing and put on a disk, along with a
layout of what information should be put on it, and in what format:

The above label is placed on the disk, with most of the label covering the
"front" of the disk, the portion containing the thick 'bar" of color covering the
"edge" of the plastic disk, then the "top" portion of the label (above the thick color
bar) folding over to the "back" of the disk.  If this is not clear, even after looking at
a real label and disk, have someone show you until YOU GET IT RIGHT.

There are FOUR pieces of information included on a disk label:

1. The CLIENT { / ACCOUNT / PROJECT } - This is the SAME as what you
entered on the disk log under "description", or as close as possible.

2. The DISK NUMBER (shown above as "NNN") - This is the SAME as the
number you entered on the disk log under "Disk #", and note that it is placed
on TWO PLACES on the label.  You do it EXACTLY as shown above.

3. The CREATION DATE (shown as "MM/DD/YY" above) - This is the
SAME as what you entered on the disk log under "Date", and is in essence
the date that this disk was first "created" as a KEOS disk.

4. You ALWAYS put a check-mark in the "Format" box on the top flap of the
label.  This indicates that the disk has been formatted for use (see the later
section of this issue covering disk "formatting", or "initializing").

See Attachment A for examples of KEOS disk labels that fix different types of
usage.

http://standardtech.biz/KEOS_RL_H941217_con_ata.htm
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Using the method and examples covered in this issue, as well as the
customer identification procedures covered in KEOS Hatting Issue of 10-Dec-
1994, CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION AND FILING:  THE CLIENT,
ACCOUNT, AND PROJECT, it should be clear as to how you are to set up a
standard disk label for any type of KEOS disk that you would need to "create".

Once the label is ready, put the label on the physical disk, making sure it is
securely adhered to the plastic surface, and now you are DONE.  You can then put
the disk log book back where you got it from.  Usually, the disks we buy will have
plastic covers on them, and you should make sure the newly created KEOS disk
has one of these plastic covers to protect it.

"Formatting" Magnetic Computer Disks Before First Usage

Formatting is the process of "initializing a disk so that it can be used to store
information" according to the Microsoft Press Computer Dictionary.  For  more
information, look up the word "initialize" in that reference as it applies to computer
disks.  For our purposes, a computer disk must be formatted BEFORE we use it.

We usually purchase computer disks that have been pre-formatted.  If for
some reason you find that only unformatted disks are available, you can format
your new disk by using the "File Manager" facility in Windows.

Note: Be VERY CAREFUL when formatting a disk, because the process of
formatting will WIPE CLEAN any data that previously existed on that
disk!  If you have ANY DOUBTS as to whether:

(a) the disk you are about to format is actually a new disk, or
(b) the disk is the correct disk, or
(c) that you know FOR SURE  how to format a disk correctly,

Then do NOT format the disk yourself.  Instead, GET HELP from
someone who KNOWS for sure how to do it, and as well knows how to
determine whether or not you should be formatting that particular disk, etc.
 Do NOT just "charge ahead" unless you are ABSOLUTELY SURE.

In any case, 99 times out of 100 you will NOT have to format the disk that
you just created, so once you have completed the procedure in this issue, you have
a new KEOS disk which you can then put to immediate use for your work.

KEOS Technical Writer, Approved by The Management of KEOS, Inc.

http://standardtech.biz/KEOS_RL_H941210_con.pdf
http://standardtech.biz/KEOS_RL_H941210_con.pdf
http://standardtech.biz/KEOS_RL_H941210_con.pdf
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